Hello to all you friends of colors and brushes.
Ever wanted to know what is going on in Roman’s brain while painting? This one day class has its
focus to teach you everything you need to know and understand to paint Object Source light.
When questions arise, please contact Roman via E-Mail under:
jarhead---at---massivevoodoo---dot---com

How much?
The participant contribution consists of the teaching work at the class and neccessary preparations,
room rental, arrival and material costs. Furthermore there is an individual coaching during the
whole weekend.
Expenses contribution: 100 €
20 participants maximum
___________________________________________________________________________

Class Content













Introduction
Teaching the eye to read OSL
Inspiration
Explanations on hands on
Demonstration
First steps hands on
Discussion
Going deeper in the knowledge
Demonstration
Including OSL in a full project – workorder, helpful tips
Painting time
finished

What happens at the class?
This one day class has its focus to teach you everything you need to know and understand to paint
Object Source light. The learning curve is very steep as the seminar is focused on helping you to
master this special painting technique, brain and brush-wise.
Please see reviews of this seminar:
http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.de/2018/02/review-jars-osl-masterclass.html
http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.com/2018/08/review-osl-masterclass-augsburg-germany.html

___________________________________________________________________________

Time schedule/Programme
Saturday:
Assembly: 9:30
Start of the class: 10.00 am
End of the class: ~ 7.00 pm
___________________________________________________________________________

Where?
Please see detailed incoming email information.
___________________________________________________________________________

List of materials:
This seminar is an advanced seminar. Please bring your painting workshop gear, veterans.

Information on board and lodgings
Lodgings: Concerning lodgings, everybody makes his own luck – if it's youth hostel, hotel or
accomodation at locals – everybody has to take care for him- or herself. Arrangements among each other
may help to find appropriate lodging. We recommend youth hostel „Sleps“ because it's only two
minutes on foot away from the school building „Staatsinstitut“. You need a youth hostel pass that can be
gained directly on site. Augsburg also has a lot of further guesthouses and hotels, simply google for
„Augsburg Hotels“.
It is requested, that every participant looks for his oder her own lodgings but we gladly will support
you!

Board: Every participant has to take care for his or her own catering. In close vicinity to the school
building are several bakeries, two super markets (Tengelmann/Norma), a bank (Sparkasse), fast food
restaurants, butchers etc. Of course we will discuss, plan and organize breaks together in the tried and
tested way. There is an automatic coffee brewer in the school buildung as well as a schoo kitchen we can
use. We can use coffee brewer, dishwasher, fridge, baking oven over the weekend if we clean up
together. Many of those devices only work „spontaneaously“. There's no warranty what devices in the
kitchen you can rely on. Don't forget to bring some money for your board with you.

__________________________________________________________________________

Disclaimer and information concerning minors
Those can only participate if they bring along a declaration of consent by their parents or send it to
Roman in advance. Ask for postal address via PN or Email.

Disclaimer
The organizers of the workshop assume no liability for any damage to persons or property. Needless to
say we see a cultured behaviour and way of speaking as preconditional.
___________________________________________________________________________

About enrollment and financial transaction
Enrollment?
We would like to ask you to enroll via Email giving your full name, your address and – as the case
may be – your nickname to Roman: jarhead---at---massivevoodoo---dot---com
Roman will handle your data confidentially.
We want to have your Email-address present, to
1)
be able to contact you in case of possible question and
2)
inform you about any news concerning the class.
There is a list of successors that will be followed sequentially in case of cancellations.

Financial transaction?
The amount of money to be transferred should arrive to the given date at the bank account mentioned
below. Bank details are:
This information will be given out via email as soon as we see there are enough participants.
Someone, already having the contribution transferred, cancelling his enrollment prior to 2 weeks before
the workshop will get his money transferred back minus a storno charge.
Someone cancelling his enrollment within two weeks prior to the workshop will not get any money
back, because materials are already bought and it would be hard to find a successor.

Are you ready to push your OSL knowledge to the next level?
I am looking forward to see you!
Roman

